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The Question of the Right to Vote

Introduction

In the US House of Representatives, several voting rights acts have been debated and hotly
contested. In order to understand the crux of the issue, one must go into the partisan politics
at play.

There were a record number of voters in the 2020 presidential election. However, there were
several accusations of voter fraud. Although these allegations, based on current evidence, do
not have any merit. However, many voters, on both sides of the aisle feel disenfranchised by
this, and believe that fraud did occur, both in the 2020 and 2016 elections. This is a highly
partisan issue, with both sides believing that certain reform is necessary.

Key Terms:

- Voter ID: Identification Necessary to Vote in Elections
- Gerrymandering: Redrawing congressional and district maps in order to benefit a

political party
- 15th Amendment to the Bill of Rights: the right of citizens of the United States to vote

shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of
race, colour, or previous condition of servitude.

Key Positions

Various groups within congress support different legislation regarding this issue.

On the whole, almost all Republicans support Voter ID. In certain states, it is not a
requirement to have Voter ID or any documentation in order to vote. Republicans want to
enact federal policy that makes it a requirement to have strict photo ID Requirements.



As is visible, Republican strongholds require strict photo identification, and Democratic
strongholds require no identification.

A secondary issue is the issue of non-citizens voting. On January 10th 2022, NYC Mayor
Eric Adams (Democratic Party) allowed legislation that afforded 800,000 non citizens with
the right to vote in mayoral and local elections, a key moment in US politics. Republicans
oppose this legislation, arguing that it is unconstitutional for non-citizens to vote.

Another Major Issue is Gerrymandering. Since Republicans hold 30 out of the 50 state
legislatures in the US, they have a major advantage when it comes to redistricting.

This redistricting also affects House Races, as states can gerrymander urban or rural voting
areas in order to reduce the opposition party’s advantage.

Democrats, on the whole, are against Gerrymandering, although they do use it in states where
they hold majorities.  However, a new faction of the Democratic Party, known as the Squad
(including Ilhan Omar, Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez, Rashida Tlaib) along with other
ultra-progressives such as Maxine Waters, oppose all forms of Gerrymandering.

The Squad and the Ultra-Progressive wing of the Democratic Party oppose the Electoral
College System as well. This is an integral part of the debate on voting rights.

The US operates under an Electoral College system, where each state receives a certain
number of electoral votes.



The electoral college means that the national popular vote is largely irrelevant to the outcome
of the election. The electoral college was enacted in order to prevent a small number of large
cities from controlling the federal government. Republicans argue that the electoral college
allows all states to be represented proportionally. Without the electoral college, no politician
would campaign in states like Wyoming, or Idaho, or North Dakota, and would instead be
focussed on New York City, Los Angeles, and Chicago. The progressive faction of the
Democratic Party believes that the electoral college disenfranchises voters and gives too
much power to voters in low density states.

Overall, there are a variety of issues to consider when it comes to voting rights.

Public Opinion

Polling data indicates that all major groups within the United States (Whites, Blacks, Latinos,
Women, Men etc.) support voter ID and legislation at a rate of over 50%, apart from
registered Democrats, who support photo ID at 49%.

50% of all Americans have said that voter disenfranchisement is a major problem, and 80%
support photo ID.

Impacts

There are, on the whole, very few economic impacts of voter ID legislation. Socially, it is
quite an important issue, with 12% of Americans stating that it is their most important issue.
However, this is more of a ‘culture-war’ issue, with divisions occurring between steadfast
supporters on the extreme sides of both parties.

Tips for the USCC

The  USCC is a relatively new committee, meaning that many delegates may not be familiar
with the procedure. This committee is run differently to conventional ones.The chairs highly
recommend looking at this link:
http://www.thaimun.org/uploads/4/8/1/6/48165993/thaimun_handbook.pdf

Additionally, in order to research a specific representative, it is important to look through
their Twitter feeds in order to get their opinions on certain topics, as well as watch any
appearances they have on major cable networks (CNN, MSNBC, FOX).

Several Representatives have special interests, or are in districts that are at risk of being
flipped in the upcoming midterm elections (an example of this is David Valdado). These
Representatives need to think carefully about their positions. Additionally, the current

http://www.thaimun.org/uploads/4/8/1/6/48165993/thaimun_handbook.pdf


political climate in the US is unfavourable to Democrats, and so Democrats may need to
concede some ground in order to maintain footing for the 2022 midterm elections.

Related Bills

House Resolution 232: https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-resolution/232
Right to Vote Act: https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/2615
John R. Lewis Voting Rights Act: https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/4

The question of Growing Budget Deficit

Key Information

Every year Congress calculates the

Federal budget for the next fiscal year followed

by the request of the President, accounting for

federal revenue (taxes) and outlays (mandatory

spending, net interest, and discretionary

spending). In basic terms, it is a cycle for

money in the

economy. The

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-resolution/232
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/2615
https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/house-bill/4


government earns money through revenues and uses it for spending on outlays. The revenue

and the expenditures have to be in equilibrium for this cycle to continue. This is the

fundamental manner a country stimulates and expands its economy, but when the cycle leans

more toward government expenditure, it generates a Budget deficit. In the past years this

Budget deficit had been constantly increasing. In order for the government to be able to

gather enough financial resources to finance the outlays the government begins to accumulate

National debt by borrowing money from the World Bank. The United States has the largest

external debt in the world and the 14th largest government debt as % of GDP in the world,

with increasing annual budget deficits, Congress is at turmoil on further measures, and

consequences faced by the general public in the form of debt held by the public. While not a

perfectly partisan issue, both Democrats and Republicans are convinced that the best way to

solve the national debt crisis that is facing America right now is tax reform. However, each

party has vastly different ways of approaching a new tax system as a way to minimise

national debt. The Republican approach is very straightforward, reducing taxes and

government spending. If the government keeps taxing the population and spending that

money on largely ineffective government programs, then those taxes will only contribute to

the negative path the National Budget is taking. By returning money to the people and

promoting Capitalist virtues, ideally a smaller government and more personal spending, the

people will be able to make enough money to fuel the economy once again and with it,

slowly whittle down the national debt. Democrats have a slightly different approach to the

issue of National Debt, and one that is far more convoluted compared to the Republicans.

Most Democrats are under the belief that the superrich (i.e. billionaires) pay literally no taxes

by exploiting factors such as the corporate income tax and personal income tax. The

Democrats believe that because the superrich own corporations, they are able to avoid taxes

by relying on their corporation for tax breaks and budget cuts. In the same way, because their



money comes from their corporations, the wealthy literally have to pay no personal income

tax because their money is coming from their corporations, not their own personal income.

Democrats have been tossing around the idea of value added taxes, highly progressive

personal income and payroll taxes. These are supposed to make the rich pay their fair share

while avoiding burdens that other ultra-progressive policies (such as those proposed by the

Squad) may put on the middle and lower class. By accomplishing this, Democrats hope to be

able to draw out enough money from the rich in order to prevent the US government from

having to borrow money from the World Bank while hopefully avoiding the burden that may

be put on those who are in the middle or lower class.

Public Opinion

The US public is very frustrated with President Biden’s handling of the economy. His Job

Approval rating has plummeted since the botched withdrawal from Afghanistan, leading to

polls like Quinnipiac and Rasmussen placing him in the mid 30s.

Additionally, gas, food and consumer discretionary product prices have skyrocketed as a

result of growing inflation and a major supply chain crisis. The public opinion is strongly in

favour of economic policies that will halt the current stagflation.

Impacts

There are several impacts of economic legislation. Primarily, tech industry companies are

undergoing major selloffs as a result of inflation worries. Interest rates are projected to rise in

March and as such home and property prices have fallen dramatically. The main impact of

this legislation will be on lower and middle income groups.  Poorer families have had to

spend a more significant amount of their income on necessities. Overall, there is a very

significant impact of economic legislation on the population.



Tips for USCC:

The primary point of debate in this issue is which tax policy is more effective as both,

in theory, are perfectly reasonable solutions to the problem. Delegates are recommended to

study up on their economics and find out which tax policy is truly more effective. Another

method of going about this is to find the specific representatives and find out their positions

on the question of national budget. Focus on the matters in which each delegate is pro

spending. For example, most Republican delegates will be naturally pro military spending so

it is up to opposing delegates to exploit whether or not the question of military spending is

worth the debt that it brings about to the country.

In a similar fashion, most Democratic delegates will be pro-infrastructure spending as

one issue of the Democratic Party is to build better infrastructure in the US. Opposing

delegates are encouraged to analyse their climate policies thoroughly to see whether the

money that is being committed to this issue is worth the investment and if any part of their

policy is impractical.

The question of National Debt comes down to the issue of government spending and

determining where to spend their money. Is the money that is being spent on this particular

topic worthwhile, or is it effective? Answer these questions and delegates will gain a good

understanding on where each representative stands on the issue.

Related Bills

Balanced Budget Act: https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/48

https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/48


Pro Growth Budgeting Act: https://www.congress.gov/bill/117th-congress/senate-bill/48
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